
PARAMOUNT CLEAN EDGE RAZOR

razorâ€” Clean Edge, which is scheduled to launch in January There are two lines of Paramount nondisposable razor
market: Paramount Pro and.

Besides, this is consistent with the overall corporate strategy of building the Paramount brand name equity.
Positioning Clean Edge as mainstream product will help prevent loyal Paramount customers from being
wooed away to more innovative brands. However given the tight advertising budget it will be wise to consider
Paramount Clean Edge because there is greater emphasis on the name Paramount and rather than the product
name. This strategy facilitates new product acceptance because potential buyers are already familiar with the
Paramount brand. Prince held the number one position in terms of retail dollar sales in the non- disposable
razor market. Paramounts consumer research identified distinct segmentation in terms of product benefits and
consumer behaviour. Pro is in the mature phase and theres a high probability of its sales declining soon. In the
rate of new product innovation lead to 22 new SKUs to be introduced. Market Characteristics Products
available in U. Razor market are nondisposable razors, refill cartridge, disposable razors, shaving cream, and
depilatories. The cost of cannibalization is lower for the niche market as compared to mainstream market.
Therefore by launching in this segment Paramount will lose their loyal customer base which is there with Pro
and Avail. Niche positioning: Pros: Positioning Clean Edge as niche will complement companys existing
product portfolio perfectly. The vibrations stimulate hair follicles and lift the hair from the skin. Simpsons
used Tempest as the brand name to join the non-disposable razor and refill cartridge market last year. In
addition to, Navi, made by Radiance, has similar new technology as Clean Edge, and will be launched in
September , which is four months earlier than Clean Edge. More marketing support will be needed to reach the
target masses. Disposable razors are relatively low price but provide less technological innovations on
products. PGP Page 2 Case Study Clean Edge Razor Section C Group 11 On Trade - The retail margins
associated with the razors is considerably higher and therefore with a large number of new entrants the
distributors are responding to the growth by increasing their shelf space for the product category. Market
Overview The U. Niche market is less saturated, and has potential growth in the future. Paramount Pro was
positioned in a moderate segment, and Paramount Avail was considered as a value Segment. In addition, if we
consider advertisement and promotion costs, mainstream involves a larger spend in this segment. Another
opportunity is that for the past five years, Paramount did not introduce any new technologies toward their
products; therefore, the breakthrough innovation toward Clean Edge could have a big chance to retain loyalty
customers Threats The current non-disposable razor market is highly competitive, especially in the
super-premium segment. The main reason for super-premium market growth was caused by the new
technology and innovation product launches. Finally regarding the relatively small sales volume of niche
market, more sales and trade promotions would enhance to raise this figures company enjoys  Competition In
the last decade, the industry has experienced significant growth in the super premium segment. Trials also
showed that use of Clean Edge was beneficial to overall skin condition, tone and texture. Product innovation
and new technology is leading this sector for a number of new entrants. The following table summarize the
above environmental scanning Strengths Weakness 1- In , Paramount was 1- The launch of Clean Edge will
the unit-volume market have potential cannibalization leader  Impact Of Competition On Consumers - The
consumers have started buying more razors and cartridges replacement than they had in previous years. Each
positioning has its own pros and cons. Paramount senior executives already had preferences to price Clean
Edge somewhere in the super-premium segment; therefore, the niche market will fit better the Clean Edge
pricing strategy 8. In case this cost has to be increased, the profit may reduce further if the investments do not
translate into revenue. Hence, we can derive that positioning the product for niche market is profitable in long
run. Most of the newly launched products emphasized their advanced technology and aimed to target the
super- premium segment. Paramounts bread and butter product, Pro was in the mature phase of the product
lifecycle so there is a possibility of decline. They view all products as the same. Paramount product lines were
not Contributing with any products to the niche market; therefore, if Clean Edge could position into niche
market, Paramount will have product lines in each market segments. Vitric is considered moderate, and both
Vitric Advanced and Vitric Master are considered super-premium. Cons: Paramount already had product in
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mainstream positioning -Paramount Pro so launching it as mainstream positioning will dilute the brand power
and will lead to cannibalization. The replacement cycle is shortened due to consumers trying out new products
and being more involved through advertising and sponsored articles and looking for more innovative products
in the category. PGP Page 5. Also, in recent years, customers were more willing to try out new products and
noticed the advantages of frequent blade replacement, which brought more business to the current market.


